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Chennai Photo Biennale Edition ‘Maps of Disquiet’
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This year's edition of the ChennaiThis year's edition of the Chennai
Photo Biennale (CPB) is exhibited inPhoto Biennale (CPB) is exhibited in
both physical and digital formatsboth physical and digital formats
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Between December 9, 2021, and February 6, 2022, the international biennale of photography
will take place in Chennai, with physical exhibitions at Forum Art Gallery, Ashvita's Gallery,
Roja Muthiah Research Library, and Madras Literary Society, as well as hybrid screenings of
video works at the Goethe-Institut, Chennai.

The Biennale's third edition, titled "Maps of Disquiet", will reflect on the challenges of our
time, including resisting majoritarian impositions, ecological collapse, and technological
dystopias by reclaiming pluralities of thought, voices, and art, as well as forging new networks
of solidarity and care.
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One of the highlights of the Biennale, which was founded and organised by the CPB
Foundation and the Goethe-Institut/Max Mueller Bhavan in Chennai, is the online journals
that were conceptualised in the run-up to the Biennale. The first journal, titled 'Through the
Glass, Darkly,' was launched on November 27 and includes podcasts, lens-based works, and
critical texts that explore the concept of remembrance, living life in uncertainty during the
lockdown, the aftermath of environmental disasters, and the relevance of images in the
present day. Andreas Langfeld, Katja Stuke, Oliver Sieber, Amitesh Grover, Nicolas Polli,
Paribartana Mohanty, Parvathi Nayar, Nayantara Nayar, Sohrab Hura, Tanvi Mishra, and Yuvan
Aves are among the contributors to the journal's first issue. The second journal, titled 'Maps of
Disquiet,' is set to debut on December 4, 2021. Pro Helvetia Swiss Arts Council, New Delhi, is
supporting the Journal initiative.
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The biennale also includes an international University Student collaboration and workshop
with Anna University, Chennai; University of Duisburg-Essen, Germany; and Folkwang
University of Arts, Germany, to bring together students studying architecture, art history, and
photography from Indian and German universities to collaborate on projects and texts that
will be presented in January 2022.

Four Songs of Apocalypse, 2021 by Paribartana Mohanty, and Stories from a Forgotten War by
Parvathi Nayar & Nayantara Nayar
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It features artists such as Amitesh Grover, Anas Tondeur, Andreas Langfeld, Sarabhi
Ravichandran, Arthur Crestani, Babu Eshwar Prasad, Carolina Caycedo, Gauri Gill, Harun
Farocki, Hito Steyerl, James P Tylor, Jane Jin Kaisen, Katja Stuke, Oliver Sieber, Katrin
Koenning, Lisa Rave, Michael Hanna, Mohini Chandra, Nico Joana Weber, Parvathi Nayar,
Nayantara Nayar, Patrick Pound, Rohini Devasher, Rohit Saha, Rory Pilgrim, Ruth Patir,
Sanchayan Ghosh, Saranraj, Senthil Kumaran, Siva Sai Jeevanantham, Soumya Sankar Bose,
Sridhar Balasubramanium, Susanne Kriemann, Tobias Zielony, Vamika Jain, Vasudha Thozhur
and Yuvan Aves.

Also Read - Also Read - Budding photographers mesmerise with their clicks

"CPB Edition 3 is an act of resistance at a time when the world is struggling to find normalcy.
We are excited to deliver groundbreaking exhibitions by celebrated artists across both
physical and digital formats. Spread across seven venues in Chennai, two distinct digital
platforms, and a signature print publication, the third edition will feature the works of over 50
artists and contributors from 11 countries, spanning a 60-day period," said Varun Gupta,
Director of the Chennai Photo Biennale,

Following the publication of the journals, the Chennai Photo Biennale will host a number of
events in the coming months, including artist talks, physical exhibitions of selected artist's
artworks, virtual exhibitions of artworks, digital screenings, university exchange programmes,
showcasing student work, the CPB activity corner, and the CPB Awards.
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Individuals suffering from Rheumatoid Arthritis, their body’s
immune system tend to attack its own healthy cells inside

specific joints, leading to an inflammatory response.
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On 2nd February, 2022, the voices ofOn 2nd February, 2022, the voices of
many people, having rheumatoidmany people, having rheumatoid
disease would be heard, as on thisdisease would be heard, as on this
day, the Rheumatoid Awareness Dayday, the Rheumatoid Awareness Day
is held. The Rheumatoid disease isis held. The Rheumatoid disease is
also known as rheumatoid arthritisalso known as rheumatoid arthritis
(RA).(RA).
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On 2nd February, 2022, the voices of many people, having rheumatoid disease would be
heard, as on this day, the Rheumatoid Awareness Day is held. The Rheumatoid disease is also
known as rheumatoid arthritis (RA).

Individuals suffering from Rheumatoid Arthritis, their body's immune system tend to attack its
own healthy cells inside specific joints, leading to an inflammatory response.
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• Pain, redness or swelling in one or more joints throughout the body.

• Joint stiffness and pain in the morning, which tend to last for a while, but loosen up as you
move.

• Tingling or numbness in the extremities.

• Fever

• Decreased range of motion

• Joint deformity

Early intervention and aggressive management

Rheumatoid arthritis can be very aggressive and it may lead to other systemic complication as
well as health problems, which include heart disease, diabetes and osteoporosis. Hence, it is
so significant to witness a doctor, if you tend to have symptoms, which may be associated
with rheumatoid arthritis as soon as possible, early intervention as well as aggressive
management are significant to preserve mobility, function as well as higher quality of life.
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How is Rheumatoid Arthritis Diagnosed?

To make a precise diagnosis of rheumatoid arthritis is not always easy, hence sometimes the
symptoms might be vague or mistaken of those of another condition. Accurate diagnosis is
possible, your doctor would likely apply the range of tests as well as exams to sort out, what's
causing your symptoms.

Physical exam

Firstly, your doctor would perform an extensive physical exam, this would include careful
observation of your affected joints in order to check for

ADVERTISEMENT

• Redness

• Swelling

• Warmth

• Reflexes

• Muscle strength

Family history

Doctor after carefully examining you, he/she would ask numerous questions about your family
medical history, the reason being, genes certainly play a role in patients developing
rheumatoid arthritis.

Blood tests are commonly used in order to diagnose Rheumatoid arthritis

• Rheumatoid Factor

Numerous patients, who tend to have rheumatoid arthritis tend to have measurable levels of
an inflammatory market, which is called rheumatoid factor in their blood. RF found in about
85% of cases, but few may not have elevated levels of RF and still would be diagnosed with
rheumatoid arthritis.

• Anti-Cyclic Citrullinated Peptide

An anti-CCP test does look for those antibodies to determine as to whether the body is
undergoing an inflammatory response. About 60 to 80% of patients having rheumatoid
arthritis test positive for these antibodies, and these tests may be able to pinpoint a diagnosis
early in the disease's progression.

• C-Reactive Protein

Your doctor might also advise you to have C-reactive protein test, to look for this protein in the
blood, which indicates chronic inflammation is present, such as occurs with rheumatoid
arthritis.

• Erythrocyte Sedimentation Rate (ESR)

High SED rate does not necessarily mean you have rheumatoid arthritis, conversely, a normal
result do not rule out the possibility of rheumatoid arthritis diagnosis.

• Antinuclear Antibody (ANA)

We find, in autoimmune diseases, such as rheumatoid arthritis, the immune system would
targe normal cells rather than the foreign invaders, they are designed to fight. Higher than
normal levels of ANA can be definitely a marker of autoimmune diseases and these are higher
levels often detectable in patients having rheumatoid arthritis.

Imaging TestsImaging Tests

The above test would essentially look inside the patient's body, hence doctors as well as other
specialists might assess the joint damage and detect and interpret specific abnormalities.

X-raysX-rays

The X-rays do use radiation to create images of the body, Rheumatologists tend to use x-rays
to look at the varied affected joints and determine as to how much bone erosion has occurred.

Ultrasound imagingUltrasound imaging

Unlike X-rays, the ultrasound technology do not involve radiation but Is often better at
revealing inflammation as well as early evidence of the disease.

Magnetic resonance imagingMagnetic resonance imaging

MRI machines tend to provide a detailed view of the soft tissues in the body. MRI's are often
better at detecting early signs of rheumatoid arthritis.

Computer tomography scanningComputer tomography scanning

CT Scanning can also help your doctor to get a better view of joints which are deeper in the
body, which may be harder to see on an X-ray.
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